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Galactic Meditation and the Reorientation of the Human Mind 
by Jose Arguelles/Valum Votan 

(Note: The following is an excerpt from Galactic Meditation. Click here to order this booklet online) 

The purpose of galactic meditation is to make meditation the normative human experience. This is 
because, in truth, we are galactic citizens. The Earth and its star are of the galaxy not apart from 

it. Because of the technological wonders of the “space age” we have tended to think that the 

galaxy and the rest of the universe is “out there” someplace.  

The Hubble telescope searches for the Big Bang someplace at what is considered the edge of the 

universe. But the answers are not “out there” at the edge of the universe, but in our mind. Our 
mind also is the edge of the universe, the inner edge. When we fully grasp this, then we can begin 
the profound reorientation of the mind without which there would be no change in our society, 
values and way we live. 

The key to this reorientation of the human mind is time itself. Until now, in our last evolutionary 
phase as a species, we have been space oriented and space conscious. But now, with the advent 
of the Law of Time, we may consider the possibility of galactic consciousness. We may finally 
become time conscious as we have previously been space conscious. This represents a vast 
reorientation and reformulation of the human mind.  

The discovery of the Law of Time is the beginning of the Copernican revolution of time. Now we 
must consider ourselves in relation to the galactic and cosmic order as time has evolved us. This 
cannot be explored through telescopes, but through a thorough exploration of the mind, for time 
is of the mind as space is of the senses. 

Time augurs galactic consciousness because the nature of time is synchronic. Being synchronic 
means that all events within the galaxy, for instance, are related every moment by their unity in 
time. Every moment actually bears within it a galactic signature. Synchrotronic beams flash 
instantaneous information codes that holographically bear the configuration of the entire galaxy 
at any given moment. Once we are tuned into the synchronic order, the information of time is 
instantaneously telepathic.  

Since time is of the mind, the entire synchronic order is mentally sensuous, and telepathically 
cognizable. But for us to be able to make sense of this, as it were, there are two prerequisites: 1) 
a mind capable of experiencing and exploring the synchronic order; and 2) a referencing system 
or symbolic code capable of downloading such high frequency fourth dimensional information. 
Such are the 13:20 codes of the Law of Time 

The beginning and the basis of this exploration must be through a complete purification of the 
mind. This mental purification is the ground of galactic meditation. To purify the mind is to 
deepen the mind, is to lose the sense of the grasping self, the petty tyrant and thief who wants to 
interpret all experience right away by an unexamined and predetermined egoic structure of self.  
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In contrast to this petty thief is the all-abiding time space continuum of the galactic mind. This 
galactic time space continuum is selfless, endless and ultimately timeless, though paradoxically 
realized only through a knowing of time. 

Within the vast expanse of galactic mind, things occur but not because they are manipulated to 
occur. The whole point of purifying the mind is to see how much the small self grasps and wants 
to manipulate its reality to accord with some fictitious idea - of what? Of an illusion, a dream, a 
memory, a concept, a bubble of emptiness, that and nothing more. Once we see the tyrant, we 
can release ourselves from the tyrant. 

Only when we examine the mind can we experience how everything that occurs in the mind is 
truly impermanent. This is especially so at the Closing of the Cycle when all of the old structures 
are dissolving and change itself is the nature of day-to-day reality. This is why it is said that the 
ground of galactic meditation is the purification of the mind. Through exertion in the technique of 
dissolving the thought with the out breath we slowly come to another condition of reality 
altogether. Our aim is the pure light mind of indestructible awareness that has always been there. 
To identify with that awareness is to arrive at a stabilization of the mental processes and come 
into contact with true Reality. But this is only the ground, the basis. It is the ground because to 
develop such a mind is to already be at one with galactic vastness. Without knowing this galactic 
vastness, which is mind without ego, there is no ground to truly cultivate galactic mind. The point 
is you must practice. 

“Words bring not forth true fruit. 
Mere expositions do not yield true knowledge. 
Yet those who would devote themselves unto the life religious 
in meditation must exert, their utmost zeal and perseverance; and if they will endure 
hardships and strive most zealously, 

and seek with care, the Most Precious can be found.” -Milarepa 

The “Most Precious” can mean different things to different people at different times, depending 
upon their beliefs and intentions. For us, the Most Precious is the ego-free identification with the 
Galactic Mind itself, the Divine Countenance shining in the heart as an all-abiding presence. We 
exert in this but it is not really our own liberation that we seek, but the capacity to participate in 
a galactic engineering project, that of transiting to the noosphere. We are doing this only because 

we are “called’ to do it. Our success at being able to master galactic meditation will be for the 
benefit of all, because if we attain success at this practice it is with this intention that we 
constitute an evolutionary mind brigade. Our example becomes the normative experience in the 
noospheric order of reality 

Of course, we are not saying that it is easy to do this. But it does become easier once you assume 
that you can do this. Zen master Dogen has said that to sit and watch your breath is already the 
Way. This is all that the Buddhas taught. You actually can experience enlightenment on the spot. 
So just change your attitude and relax your mind as it is.  
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The very nature of enlightenment - oneness with the vastness of galactic mind - is already there 
in your ordinary moments of awareness. When you assume an enlightened attitude, then you begin 
to integrate the knowledge of the synchronic order, you can actually begin to experience the 
quality of the synchronic order. 

What is this quality? It is basically the quality of experiencing synchronicity, the all-at-onceness 
that comes with a zing! When a few more dots of your life have become connected with an 
accompanying flash of revelation. The referencing system of the Law of Time greatly facilitates 
this experience. The point is that this experience is the very nature of galactic mind, the 
complete attainment of which is the goal of galactic meditation.  
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Because galactic mind is informed by time first and foremost, the reorientation that is necessary, 
once you have a stabilized purified mind, is toward time as the universal factor of 
synchronization. Here we will introduce a construct that will facilitate the reformulation of the 
human mind. Understanding that all constructs are arbitrary at best, nonetheless, in learning 
something new, a device of some kind to correctly orient the mind can be most helpful. 

You should contemplate this graphic before you sit for meditation. Commit its basics to memory 

and then sit with the structure loosely in your mind. Don’t strive to understand it, yet do not let it 
go either. Consider that it is a true approximation of the nature of the universe from the Galactic 
Mayan point of view.  

After all, as we have stated earlier the entirety of this brief treatise is a Galactic Mayan Mind 
Transmission, a download of plasmic indices intentionally beamed from the Vela pulsar to be 
refined into conceptually cognizable language specifically for the Closing of the cycle. At the 
same time it must also be understood that what the treatise refers to is not necessarily 
conceptual, at least from a third dimensional mental perspective. 

Just for further clarification, we can think of space as the container and its contents and mind as 
the perceiver and its perceptions, while time provides the events, and consciousness the nature 
and meaning of the events. With that said we may proceed to consider the Galactic Mayan Mind 
Transmission Model. 

In contemplating this model note that there are two principle axes: The vertical Time - 

Consciousness, “Now” axis; and the horizontal Space -Mind “here” axis. Think then: “I am the 
intersection of time and space. There is no other intersection of time and space but that which is 

being experienced here and now by me.” Dissolve then into the pure time space mind of the 

galactic order of reality, thinking, ”I am now one with this reality. This time space of this order of 
reality is the same throughout the galaxy. My mind and the galaxy are of one mind. My 

consciousness and the galactic consciousness are one consciousness.” 

Contemplate then: “Time is my consciousness, space is my mind. What is consciousness? Where is 

my mind?” Dissolve then into the pure mind consciousness of the galactic order of reality, 

thinking, “My mind and my consciousness are no different than the galactic order of reality. 
Everything that exists in space exists in my mind. Everything that occurs in time is in my 
consciousness. The pure mind consciousness of the galactic order is the same throughout the 

galaxy. May I realize this galactic pure mind consciousness as no different than my own.” 

Time-Consciousness and Space-Mind are the primary orientation of galactic consciousness. 
Between the four poles defined by these two primary axes, are the four intermediate zones; 
between Time and Space there arises Cosmos, 

Between Time and Mind there arises Telepathy 
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Between Mind and Consciousness there arises Soul Between Space and Consciousness there 
arises Community. 

Cosmos (Time and Space) and Soul (Mind and Consciousness) then form one intermediate axis; 
the other intermediate axis is formed by Telepathy (Time and Mind) and Community (Space and 
Consciousness). 

In contemplating the Cosmos-Soul intermediate axis we may think, “What is cosmos but the whole 
order of reality of all of the universes and all of the galaxies and all of the dimensions that are 
capable of being fashioned out of the interaction of time and space? What then is my soul, if not 
a pure mirror reflection of the Cosmos? While everything my soul experiences either affirms or 
denies this great cosmic order, is it not then my responsibility to keep my soul as the perfect 
mirror of the cosmic order? To do this I must keep my mind clear, and my consciousness aware 

and fluid.” 

In contemplating the intermediate Telepathy-Community axis we may think, ”What is telepathy but 
the interaction of time and my own mind? How do we really know? If time informs us through 
telepathy then must it not be important to maintain a clear mind so that the synchronizing power 
of time might telepathically inform us moment to moment as we need to be informed? And 
community - a community occupies space and shares a common consciousness. Is not the 
consciousness of a community held together by communication, and is not telepathic 
communication the most efficient means of bonding a community? How might I exert in telepathic 
mind power to establish oneness with my community and bring it into galactic consciousness and 

the galactic order of reality?” 

When you contemplate in this manner, allow space to expand and time to inform, effortlessly. 
Remember; all that there is is this space and this time. Awakened, enlightened mind is no different 
than this. Everything in the galactic order is actually already enlightened. We are just coming to a 
new level of perception of this matter. This model is meant only as a departure point for further 
reflection of the nature of reality beyond the historical conventions existing at the Closing of the 
Cycle. 

There are other points of reflection, based on the Galactic Mayan Mind Transmission Model, 
which we will merely note as a point of further contemplation. First of all, it is Time that 
establishes the all encompassing synchronic order which holds together space, mind and 
consciousness. This synchronic order is accessed by the 13:20 referencing system of the Law of 
Time. 

The mathematically harmonic perfection of this referencing system allows a downloading of 
synchronic experience into a system of communication that is telepathically accurate and 
appropriate for the next stage of evolution. For while we can say that the realm of galactic 
meditation is self-sufficient and ultimately non-conceptual, as a matter of compassion and 
necessity, we must communicate. Therefore, we must use the language that is of the highest and 
most appropriate nature in order to communicate the actual reality of galactic being. Such is the 
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language of the synchronic order. It is the synchronic order that defines the all-encompassing 
Dominion of Time 

Encompassed by the synchronic order of the Dominion of Time, the other categories indicated by 
the four sets of axes in the Galactic Model define fundamental realms of experience and reality. 
Space defines the phenomenal realm, Mind the perceptual or imaginal realm, and Consciousness 
the psychosensory realm. Telepathy defines the realm of cosmic communication, Community 
defines the organic sensitive realm.  

The Soul defines the moral realm, while Cosmos distinguishes the hyper organic multidimensional 
realm. Such is the model of reality consistent with the nature of galactic meditation. Working with 
such a model, we may fully begin to experience the reorientation of the holographic prism that 
we find ourselves in. 


